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ASSESSMENT ISSUES FOR WISCONSIN'S EXTENDED DEGREES

1st in a = erieT

Overview and Focus
for the Series

Ag...

4

This is the,first in a series of six papers discussing major issues agot."'"'"

assessmentlor Wisconsin' ExtenddiDeiree Programs. This first paper simply pro -

vides an overview of What is contained in the five subsequent papers. It's a ell

of annotated tablrof contents.

WHY THIS SERIES OF PAPERS "- A

Before describing the contents of the papers, a word or two about the focus for

the 'series may be in order. Why produce these papers anyway? Hasn't there already

been tons of stuff written about assessment for these
.

types Of programs? Well, as the man said: "In:

theory, yes. But also, in theory, no."
!:

.There has been a great outpouring of M erial

about assessment in nontraditional educational pro-
,

sgrathsn the last few years. Much, if not all,

..
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of this material is included in the Annotated Bibliographies in the Assessment

Center Handbook.

But right now, we are concerned' about one particular kind of'program the

)Wisconsin Extended Degree. We have special emphases and a particular context to

work in. What we hdie attempted to do in this series'of papers - and, indedg,
.

throughout the AsSessment nter Handbook - iato abstract from the vast array of

available materials those issues which seem. to be especially relevant to the

Wisconsin situation. We-lave tried to take into account our special concerna and

emphases. By so doing, we hope to save the reader much time and grief.

On the other hand, each campus will, also have its ownidiosyncracies

certain historical context, unique political" problems, one type of degree Aro-

gram, etc. These factors, obvi N usly, must be taken into account in planning'and
,..

implementing the program. Therefore, we have tended to avoid saying "Do it this

,

way," or "This is clearly the best method for handling that problem." Rather,

we have tried to present alternatives, different. ways of handlintvtrious prob-

lems, witH frank discussion of the strengths and weakneSles of,eaeh,a1.6ernative.

iriven the total set of circumstances prevailing on a campus, onealternative may

be best there, while another alternative may be best on
?

another campus.

WHAT IS COVERED

This paper the first in the series - provides a focus for,and an overview

of the other papers.,

The 2nd paper, What's It All About, makes some important digtinctions &bout

the term "assessment." In this paper, we try to make sure that we alt'Vhaw *hat

se are talking about and what we are not talking about. 4

The 3rd paper, Fundamental Principles, lays out a rationale' for assessment in
4

the extended degree programs. The approach is practical, no't theoretical.:.'WhaI
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I
we have done is identify the questions about assessment most frequently raised by

faculty members or other indiiiiduals who are accustomed to the traditional, class-
,

room model for education, and provide answers for these questions.

The 4th, 5th, and 6th.papensleal with different parts of what we, call the

"assessment system." The h paper describes alternative mechani9jns for:actuall

carrying out the assessment. The 5th paper describes different assessment tech-%

niques. The 6th paper describes various ways of recordinethe results of the

assessment

We hope you will 'rind the papers useful, and maybe even enjoyable, as you work .\\,

on one of Wisconsin's Extended Degree Program'.

2

5
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ASSESSMENT ISSUES -FOR WISCONSIN'S EXTENDED DEGREES

. 2nd in a perips

Whaiss It All . About 1

Th

To the neophyte working onExtended Degrees - or other nontraditional edu-

cational programA - the term ."assessment" conjures up a mysteryland of numbers,
o

psychometric jargon, and big question marks. Is it just coincidence, you may

wonder, that in the Dictionar,y of Funny Things to Watch Out For, "astessmen(t"

'comes between alch fir and astrofogy?

'..--' There is one thing that everybody agrees on regarding assessment: It's im-
.

portlint, very.important. And that for two reasons.' First, you've got. to do it,

one way or another. A
.

quality program cannot be operated without assessment:
. ,

testing, evaluation, examining. And, sincetessess-

presen't some unique problems in a non-

tracirtioilai setting, yOu:a:beftter conffont these

;problems systematically at the outset or you'may

botCh the whole job Of program impleientation.

1

Second - .and this is :perfilp§ the more pressing:
,
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reason - .assessment is the quality control operation inthe nontraditional program.

If there is one Shing'tkat the nontraditional program. cannot abide, it is the

charge that the program is "soft," an "easy touch," or "quick credit.'" Such

charges, if true to any extent, not only jeopardize the existence of the program,

but also cast a pall over the credentials of any students who have gdh through

the program in the past.

Rigorous, meticulous, well-thought-out assessment is
,
the defense against such

charges. Having the defense out front to start with is generally the best way:.it

to prevent the charges from arising in the first place.

,

One is tempted to counter that we tolerate all kinds of "soft" programs v.ith-lk

in our traditional educational structures, so why worry about the charge being 10-
.

,

leveled at a nontraditional program. That argument - while it may be true

doesn't help much. The nontraditional program, by its natilre, is new and espe-

cially visible. It must make its case, It-is the affirmative side in the debate

and, in the classical debating format, if the

affirmative doesn't make,a good case, it loses

even if the negative stays home in bed. Further,

we surely don't want to rest our case 'for nontradi-

tional 'programs 05 the "laurels" of acknowleked

weaknesses within the traditional structures.

Well, then,- what is assessment in the nom-

=

traditional prograth all. about? The term actually

has several different applications- In this

"HE WANTS -EXTRA
. CREDIT BECAUSE HE
SAYS SEEING THE
FOLLIES BERGERE tS
AN EDUCATIONAL
EXPERIENCE."

paper, We, hall sort out these different applications; make some distincttonSin
ti

how the term is used, and tell which applications of the term we shall be concerned

with in subsequent papers.

There are three crucial distinctions which should be made: between assessing .
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students and assessing programs, between assessing experience and learning, and

betWeen assessing prior learning and inLprogram or sponsored learning. Let's

look at each distinction in turn.

STUDENTS VS. PROGRAMS

The term assessment is sometimes used with regard to students, sometimes

with regard to entire educational programs. Assessment of students usually means

determining the extent oftheir learning. The orientation is towards the individ-,

,ual student and his or her own educatiodal progress. In the traditional setting,.

this tusually means, quizzes, exams, grades on term papers, etc.

On the other hand, we catalksabout assessment of an entire educational

program. This ordinarily involves looking at aggregates of students `(by department,

college, campus); and it ordinarily means, looking at factors, besides student learn-

ing, although student learning will often be at least one element in the picture.

Program assessment may include investigation of costs, potential markets for

graduates, student satisfaction, relationships to other programs, faculty loads,

and so on. Program assessment is much broader in scope than is student assessment.

'In contrast, student assessment is more focused,- mpre intensive at the individual

0
sk:lent level.

In this series of papers, we will limit ourselves to considerations of student

assessment. This is not to disparage or disregard program assessment. That is

a vitally important part of the total asillpment picture. But in this series we

will not discuss program assebsment,.

EXPERIENCE VS. LEARNING

We have a problem. Within the past several.years we have seen come into

widespread usage the term "credit for experience." It even occurs in some college
.

catalogs. So people, especially faculty, wonder: What is this credit for experience?

4 11-2-3



The simple fact is that colleges gRnerally

do not give credit for experience. They give'

credit for learning, more specifically for

college level learning. We would be better off

if the term "credit for experience" had never

been coined. We might hope that it will grad-

ually fade from usage, but it probably won't.

The point to remember is that the term is a

ialapropism. We give credit for college

level learning.. It's just that the learning

may have 'resulted from experiences other than classroom instruction.

The latter remarks perhaps slightly overstate the Case against e perience in

two respects. First, while learning is the ultimate concern, in fact, we may

start with an examination -of experience. People are generally much mete aware of

what they have experienced than of what they have learned as a result' of experience.

Thus, when working with a student, we may begin with a description of experience:

as a first'step in getting at the,learning.

Second, even'in'our traditional programs, there

may be instances wherewe are essentially giving

credit for experience, per se. The best examples'are

foreign travel or "Other culture" courses. Of course,

.formally we may'protest that even in these courses

it is the learning that is important. But ordinarily
"I'M GETTING A LOT OUT

THISLIVING THEair evaluations of such other culture courses are
WAY THE NATIVES Do.°

such that an objective observer Can only presume that

the student is essentially getting credit just for the experience. The assumption
,,

may be made that something slignificant was probably learned as a result of the

i/

.41
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experience, but the assumption is rarely tested., To the extent that such cases

do exist in traditional programs on-a,camRus, parallels may beset up in the-

Extended Degree Program. But one son141,411e careful not.to let the whole program
4

be based on this notion._

PRIOR LEARNING VS. IN -PROGRA11 LEARNING
-

The third distinctio which needs to be made is between assessment of prior

learning and assessment of in-program'or sponsorel learning. Within the context
4 O

of ,the Extended Degree Programs we heed to be concerned aboutbbth types of assess-
,

ment. While in both instances we are talking about assessing student learning,

the two situations present somewhat different problems and should, therefore, prob-

ably be discussed as separate issues. -However, after.discussing the issues sep-

arately.it,1s seen that, the' two cases have more similarities than differences..

zany educational program there are certain things wich we want students

to learn. In the usual-setting, we define these "certain things" in terms of

required courses, credit totals, majors, and so forth, which are presumed to repre-

sent the desired set of learnings. And usually, we start reckoning a person's
L.

prqgresa toward the total set of desired learnings when the person starts in our

,program,

But many people especially the kinds of people for whom some nontraditional

pr,t ograms are designed - have already learned at least some of the things we had

planned on them getting from our program. $o we establish a mechanism for giving

credit for the learning thatshas already occurred. That's what assessment of

CTrior learning is all about.

Of course, we also have to worry about assessing the learning that occurs in
.

IheSrogram. This may be classroom learning.or learning as a result of an intern-

ship or planned experience that is formally sponsored and supervised in some sense

by the progrdm. This typeOf in-program assessment presents fewdr new Problems

11-2-5
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than assessment qtpr'or learning siAce it is the
. ,

ind of thing we do in plch'of our, traditional

.\ ..

. work. We shOuld not assume that becauthe assess-

ment of prior learning may require some new

mechanisms that assessment of in-program learn-

ing will be just as complicated. , OA the other

hand, we should not assume that all in-prograM
\ .

. .

learning (in a nontraditional program) should be handled by the,same mix of quizzes
S\

i

1
and papers as are the

.

traditi.onal programs.

TO SUMMARIZE'

. , .

`'1) There is assessment of students and assessment of programs. We areloing

to be,concerned in these papers about assessment Of students. But,remember,

program assessment is also important.

2) Despite the term "credit:for experience," we do -not, give credit just for

experience. We giyecredit for learhing'and are interested in the experience

only insofar as it relates to learning.' Ia

3) We need to worry about assessment of prior learning and in-program learning.

While both deal with,learning that isa desired ouStome of our educational program,

differences in the origin and timing of the learning require that we consider them,

at least somewhat separately.

Thomas P. Hogan
4

July, 1977'
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AS811311MENT ISSUES FOP 'WISCONSIIIIS EXTENDED DEGREES

3rd in a Series
a

Fundamental Principles

re

I

Ji
In theipreceding in this serfes-we4ident4,1ddmhat kind of ssessment 9

-L... ,

/ rwe would talk about. So, are. we ready to get down to he natty-lritty's, as they
'

..
.

.

r..Say? Well, not quite yet.

./

Before getting on with matter, we have f king with -faculty and ,
a

staff groups over the year s, th6re needs to be agreement o some fundamental

I ,/,
prlhciples, some general rationale that will' help to guideus.. have identified

,
41

.

six such principles: These prinapIes Ito not arise'from any theoreti 1 framework
a. .... .

and they may not constitute an/exhaustive list: But we have found them t

important starting points. Let's identi,fy'tbem and .

v.. '

comment juS,t briefly on each.

1. -THE'DDEFINITfON'OF "CONTENT" MUST PRECEDE
SPECIFICATIdti OF ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES.

We must have a good idea' of what'we want to assess,

' before we can intelligently -discusp 116( we will assess

1.2
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t

.it. The'principie seems absurdly simple. Yet, An practice, we often find faculty

worrying about the assessment procedures before they have clearly defined the cOn-

, tent of the program or, sometimes, before they have given any thought at 41 to

the program.

,AM.a general.rule if the content Of the program is well thought out and par-

if is stated in terms of competencies; appropriate assessment is very

easily identified.;

Ir
It becomes even easier to think about assessment if, in addition to having

'first defined content, you give some thought to ,"delivery systems," i.e. how*the

student will acquire the content, for example, via work experience, independent.

reading, courae.work, etc. To put it-in simple terms, if you'know where you want

the student to go and how he is going to get there, it will usually not be diffi-

cult to "assess" whether or not he gets there.

1j(

, .

Of course, in practice, this sequence will be more of a cyclical arrangement

than a straight line. 'You'll think some about content,' then about delivery systems,
. .

then perhaps revise your thinking about ctntent somewhat in light of what you've

learned about delivery systems. Then you'll investigate assessment and somewhat

revise your thinking about both content and delivery systems in light of insights

obtained about assessment. And you may repeat this cycle several times before the

program seems to be ready. 3

2. CONTENT MAY BE DEFINED EITHER BY A COURSE -BASED
411MODEL Ok A COMPETENCY-BASED MODEL.

This principle will be important forwasseiament in a nontraditional setting

only if a co

tional prog

tency-based model is used in that setting. But so many nontradi-

'principle..

s use the comOetency-based model that we include this as a basic

In the course-based model, we "package" learning in rather tidy little time

13



blocks. Included within the package, ordinarily, are certain requirements, read-

41i* lags, papers, quizzes,. class mee;ingsi etc. which' result in the accumulatiom of

credit points. This, obviously, is the typical model for edueation,today.

In the competency model, we are conberned only with an end product - without

regard to how that end was reached. But, it should be noted, the "end" is often

exactly what we hat hoped to achieve in a course -based model anyway. And while,

the competency is the overriding concern, we do usually specify several different

ways in which the competency4might be obtained.

The competency -based model is remarkably unfamiliar to most college faculty.

However, the course-based and competency-based models have more similarities than

differen It is usually easy to translate back and forth between the two models.

The Wisconsin Extended Degrees are supposed to be competency-based. That

does not mean that we scrap everything we know about course-based models. In some

cases., a competency-based program will evolve rather directly from a course-based

program. In addition, once a competency-based program is developed it can have a

beneficial impact on someeof our course-based programs. In general, it seems that

we are better off emphasizing the shailarities between'the two types of programs

rather than the differexes.

3. IT IS POSSIBLE TO LEARN OUTSIDE THE
NORMAL CLASSROOM EAURONMENT.

, This principle might be considered a corollary

of-the second principle (or vice versa). But, it

is so crucial for extended degrees that it merits

separate mention. .

To many people, this principle may seem to be

a truism. Howeker, one hears it flatly denied on

occasion by faculty members. More frequent than a

14
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flat denial is an implicit denial, i.e. making translation of the principle into.

practical results so difficult as to make it inoperative.

In general, unless faculty feel comfortable with this principle, assessment

- in a nontraditional setting will be impossible - in fact, the whole-nontraditional

&program becomes impossible.

'4. ASSESSMENT IN THE NONTRADITIONAL SETTING SHOULD NOT BE MADE TO
MEET REQUIREMENTS WHICH ARE NOT MET IN THE TRADITIONATy SETTING.

This is an extremely impOrtant principle. We sometimes expect assessment in

the nontraditional setting to be perfect, forgetting that assessment in our tradi-

tional programs has many imperfections and is, in fact, often woefully inadequate.

How frequently we hear questions such as these:

How can you test for sensitivity and values?

How can you be sure that a person has really mastered the material?

Shouldn't a college education provide for-some integration or synthesis%
over and abOve a'set of competencies or courses?

To be sure, assessment in the nontraditional setting probably will not get at

these things. The important point is that we don't assess these things in our

traditional programs anyway (much aswe might like to). So why require that we do

so in the nontraditional setting?

5. CREDIT (OR OTHER CERTIFICATION) IS GIVEN FOR AN ACCEPTABLE
DEGREE:OF LEARNING OF COLLEGE LEVEL MATERIAL.

AND

6. WHAT IS COLLEGE LEVEL MATERIAL AND HOW MUCH LEARNING IS ENOUGH
DEPEND ON FACULTY JUDGMENT. THERE IS NO MAGIC INVOLVED.

. .

These two principles probably answer more than half of all the questiOns

raised by faculty regarding assessment in a nontraditional setting, particularly

4

for assessment of prior learning. And, it should be noted that these principles

govern assessment for all of college level education, both traditional and

nontraditional.

15.



What legitimizes putting course No. 600-101 an a student's transcript, with -

a "Pass" lit to the entry? Two thingS: (1) the faculty has agreedthat.600-101

is college level material and ,(2) the faculty (usually On the word of one faculty

member) has determined that the student has learned an adequate amount of the

material. It is no different in a nontraditional setting.

If we 'can get agreement on these six principles,

at least among those people in an institution who

will determine .the acceptability r-f the program,

then we are ready to begin discussing actual assess-

ment procedures and mechanics. It is these proce7

dures and mechanics which are taken up in the next

three papers in this series.

16.
-
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ASSESSMENT ISSUES FOR WISCONSIN'S EXTENDED DEGREES

4th in a Setuies

-Componentii of the System:

Mechanisms for
Implementing the Program

A

In the two previous papers in this series, we considered some general
fl

that help to,establish the framework for assessment in Wisconsin's Extended Degree

Programs. Now it is time to consider how assessment will actually occur. Rather

than thinking of assessment as a set Of "tests," we need to think of a total system

for assessment.

There are three critical components of the total assessment system that require

attention. First we need to establish a mechanism for implementing .the assessment.

.Second, we needito consider some assessment techniques. Third, we need Zo review

methods for recording. the results of the assessment.

The first of these concerns is treated in this paper.

The other two concerns are treated in the two aub-

sequent papers in this series.

4



- HOW THE TRADITIONAL SYSTEM WORKS

At the outset, we might note how these problems are handled in our traditional,

classroom-based programs. 'They are familiar matters. The "mechanism"for"imple-

. menting assessment is to allow the individual instructor to do it within the'class

setting. The "assessment techniques" are typically written examinations, prepared

by the instructor, supplemented by term papers or lab exercises; and, of course,

an occasional example of purely subjective judgment. The "recording of results",

is handled by the Registrai recording a grade (A, B, bass, etc.) next to a

course number and title on a transcript. The grade originates with,the Instructor.

The course title is elaborated on in A catalog and in various obscure documents

in files of departments or the Dean's office. The whole system usually works pretty

efficiently because we have lots of rules governing it and we've had lots of exper-

fence with it.

SPECIAL FEATURES OF EXTENDED DEGREE PROGRAMS

Three characteristics of the Extended Degree Programs require us to re-think

how the assessment system will work. First, the programs should provide for the

evaluation of prior learning. S cr, we are not just evaluating learning as it is

taking place, as we dd in the classroom setting. We need to evaluate learning

that may have occurred 1, 5, 20 years ago:

Second, the programs should be competency based. We are no longer talking

about giving-a grade for a course. Weineed to assess individual competencies.

Third, the Extended Degree programs should provide for alternative learning modes.

While the competencies remain the same regardless of learning mode, the mode

actually used by a given student may suggest variations in the approach to assess-

. 18



MECHANISMS FOR IMPLEMENTING ASSESSMENT

As identified in the second paper in this series, we can distinguish between

assessment of prior learning and in-program or sponsored learning. Although the

assessment techniques used and the uiay in which results are recorded - ond

and third components of the assessment system - can be very much the same for prior

and in-program learning, the mechanisms for implementing assessment are usually

rather different. So we treat them sepArately here.

The mechanism needed for implementing assessment of in-program learning is

just about what one would expect. An individual faculty member will be responsible

for supervising a student's learning, as specified, for example, in a contract.

And that individual faculty member will be responsible for evaluating the student's
A

. learning, with the method of evaluation being stipulated in the contract.' The sit-

uation is almost identical to that prevailing for, evaluation in the context of

classroom learning. Nothing extraordinary is required.

In,the case of assessment at prior learning, some special mechanism must be

established. Actually, different universities have evolved several different

models for handling the assessment of prior learning. What we would like to do

in thi remainder of the paper is to outline various possibilities for assessing

prior learning and comment on their merits or shortcomings.

We can disCuss the various models for implementing assessment of prior learn-

ing in terms of (a) what the stbdent,does and (b) how the/faculty is involved.
(

In the following paragrAels we discuss alternative ways in which, the Atudent might

. ,

be it-waived and in which faculty might be involved in the process. Then some spe-

cific examples are used to illustrate some of the alternatives.

STUDENT INVOLVEMENT

Let's look first at what the student does. There are three possibi ities.

19
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s.

First', the student can'participate in a seminar, the purpose of which is to review
,

the principles of giving credit for prior learning, help the student identify areas

in which he or
e
she may be able to get credit, and at -least begin to assemble the

,

e
'f\,

e

t-a,511,
A20400

111Wr

evidence, or documentation which faculty

will review for determining if credit should

be granted. The seminarapproach is a very

efficient one, since it allows for handy-

ing a group of people all at once. In

\42'121
. -

addition'participants, for whom the whole

"credit for experience" enterprise is

rather n vel, probably get some measure of moral support from one another.

disadvantage of the seminar approach for programs such as the Extended

-

Deg e is that it requires students to come together somewhere for some period

f time a circumstance which the Extended Degree Program was originally designed'

to avoid. However, it may be that some sort of state-wide network of seminars can

be established in Wisconsin so that we can take advantage of the efficiencies of

the seminar approach while not relinquishing the advantages of geographical

flexibility.

Second, the student can work with a central advisor. The advisor attempts

coL

o accomplish on a one-to-ombe basis exactly what the seminar does on a group basiS:

re' ew the principles of getting credit for prior learning, identify areas in

whic credit might be Awarded, and help the student to'assemble documentation for

learSing.

The central advisor would ordinarily be someone on the acadAlic staff, per-

haps from the academic advising, testing, admissions, or registrar's office, with

a percentage of time specifically assigned to working on assessment of prior ,

learning. Part of the advisor's responsibilities, obviously, would be to keep

20
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informed about developments. in the area ofassessing..Prior learnin

The central advisor mechanism is the one we use at the UniverSity of Wiscongin-

Green Bay. At the present' time, the advisor, located in the Academic Advising
4

Office, 'is assigned 60d time to- working with students on assessmaine of ,prior

learning. The advisor deals with about 100 staients per,year.onthese 'matters.

The advdOtage of the, central advisor system is its fleXibility. This flex-

ibility is manifpsted in a number of ways. First, students can start.:through the

process at any time and Connue the proceat an

individualized pace, whereas the seminar approach.

limits the student to starting whenever the seminar

starts and to continuing at the group's pace.

Second, the areas of experience in which different

students may qualify for credit are quite varied.

Working on a one-to-one basis, the central advisor

can quickly zero in on the areas relevant to a

Amrticular student. Thirdly, the student can work

f

. ,

wittt a central advigor on a "long distance" basis, a.point whibh'is particularly
4

,
.

crucial for the Extended Degree Programs. And finally, the amount of time devoted

i / t
,toworkingl.lithstudentsonassesamentofpriorlearnisor

1 4

an be expanded or contracted as needed - assuming the adyisbre,is Working
11*

in an

office with a number of other individuals for whom the overall flow of work can

be adjusted. This point may be especially important n-the st44-up period for

Extended Degrees, when the numbers bf students to beldealp 'with is uncertain.

The major disadvantage of thg central advisor system is its inefkipency.

Much of what must be explained about credit for prior learning is the same for all

students, and the advisor haste repeat this for each new stud t. 4111(One might

think that all this common material could be written down so new students'could

Ili 4 -5
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read it in advance of working with'the central advisor. - Alas, the information

usually is available in written fort', but still mustsbe reviewed' personally With

each student.)
..3.

The third way in which students can be involyed
N
in getting credit for prior

learning is to pursue the matter on their own. 'There is no seminar or centrair

advisor or any other mechanism to assist the student or, at le4st, the student
.

has pot identified the mechanism. The student simply bumbles along, going from

office to office, picking up bits and,pieces of information overall a very
\

excruciating experience. This is really nota formal mecWanismat all. kather,

it is the lack of a mechanism. It is identified here as'a possibility simply

because one does find, it in'operation on occasion. Perhaps ttte only case.wfiere

this nonmechanism'might be justifiable is wher there are so few students qUell

fied to get credit for -prior learning that' establishment of one of -the otfier

mechanisms would be senseless.

FACULTY INVOLVEMENT.'

What results from' student involvement, as described above, is aindication'

of, learning for which credit might be granted and documentation for the learning:
J.

k.'
.

Whether or tiot cred4 will be granted is .a matter forthe -faculty todetermine.° '1.

So we must talk about how the faculty will be involved in the process. We have t

three possibilities for faculty Involvement.

First, each department, or other instructional unit may Ilaveaii,individual

responsible for evaluating learn g which falls within the general purview of

that department.
, ,

Second, individual faculty members can be selected to evaluate evidence.of46,

learning in terms of the courses they teach or in terms of some dther indication

of their areasofexpertise. A variation on this mode of operation is having

-
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individuals with some special expertise who are not faculty members :(e.g. locai

businessmen, engineers, artists) help to evaluate the evidence.

Third, a faculty committee, consisting of tepresentatives from different

areas of learning, can review evidence for all students from all areas of learning.

The advantages and disadvantages of these three methods tend to be comple-

inentary. Qn the one hard," the fewer people involved-in the total process, the

1.11b

easier it 1,§to otganize, and the more experience these people get with the system.

On the otherihand, the smalle4 the number of people involved, the more frequently

they will be callecilyipon to make judgments outside their areas of greatest expertise.

SOME EXAMPLES

-

4Let us picks wo examples representing -combinations

of'studen t and faculty involvement to illus ate very

briefly how the mechanism for assessing prior,learning

can take place. First, consider the case where stu-

dents are involved via seminar and_gaculty'via ftanding

committee. St4ents, say 15 of them, participate.in a six -week seminar. In the /

semiu4r, conducted, by one faculty member, the students become familiar with the

principles and procedures for getting credit for prior learning. By using certain

, manuals, such as the CAEL Guide for Student Portfolio Development (sde CAEL

raphy, pagt 3), the'students-sift through theiriprevious work experience, indepen-
,

dellit readings, community activities, etc., to identify areas in'which *ley might

get credit. Then they4pin to assemble documentation for the learning or identify

exams they might take, papers they might write, products they can prepare, etc.,.
ix

which will demonstrate their learnfng. After all of the appropriate mffterial,is

in order, it-is presented to the standing Facurylty Commfttee on Assessment of Prior

Learning., The committee consists of ?ix facultyM*mbers, one each'from the,

41 2 3
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4

following areas: busiriess, social sciences, natural sciences,, humani fes, fine

arts, and education. The committee reviews the evidence for each student in turn,

deciding how mucticredit is to be granted in various areas. The committee might

meet weekly for about two hours, so that the entire task would take about two ,

months. Sometimet a student may be askei for additional documentation or for

clarification of information already submitted.

For a second example, let us take the case where the student is involved via

`a central advisor and faculty involved according to- area -of expertile. The student

begins by contacting the central advisor. In an initial meetag, the advisor

reviews he principles and procedureg for getting credit for prior learning, and

begins to explore areas in this student's background that may save resulted in

creditable learning. The advisor will suggest that the student Begin to analyze

previous experiences in more detail, compare what was learned with descriptions

of courses in the university's catalog, and begin to determine what evidOhce might

be available to document this learning. The student will not complete, all of these

things before next meeting with the advisor, but will at least g tarted on them.

The student and the advisor may, meet again,in about two weeks to review progress.

Several additionSl meetings, each one representing successive refinements of the

student's documentation may occur. The advisor may be talking all along with

facult)OkMbkers in various areas about the kind of evidence that may be needed fol.

a particular case. After the portfolio is ready, or even as pieces of it are

finished, the advisor selects faculty members wip-appropriate areas of ertise

drto review the evidence. In case the advisor is unsureabout which faculty member

would be best for evaluating a certain kind of learning, she seeks advice from ,

the deyrtment -chairman in an appropriate department. Once the faculty member is

.AP
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--f

, 4F

selected, he or she reviews the evidence and makes a
v,

credit-recommendation. For a

given student, there will be as many faculty involved as there are areas of learning

+r,

to be evaluated.

411

p
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ASSESSMENT ISSUES FOR WISCONSIN'S EXTENDED DEGREES
'

5th in. a Series.

Components of the System:
_ .

Assettsment Teohniques

. " 1,, . .4. 4
.-- 4 "45 . `"

In the last paper in this series, we indicated that there are t ree cbmpo
. . 4

nents in the total assessment system: mech_AX4210s forimplemeritg the assessment,

i_-
assessmene-i-echniques, and methods for recording the resin of assessment. The ,

te- 4
last paper (#4)treated the mechdnilt for implementing assessment. The next,

paper (#Wwill discuss thethods of, recording the results.

..,,'
A

The present paper disCusses varAus assessment techniques. It is odd", in
N

a way, that while.thii whOle series of ,papers is about "assessment," this fifth
\

\

.

papeis4s the only one that pis purely about assessabnt. But that's,the way it is:

Most of the problems of assessment in extended degrees -

are not really about assessment, as such, but about

organizatictng, persdnnel, records, ratinnale\ and soon.

The basic question tit be answered in tt.s paper

is: WWat methods are available-bar documenting that

learning has occurred? (We assume that a dete7

26
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ildnatlatn ha's already been made that the area of learning in question is in fact

college -type gaterial.) As indicated in the second paper in this series, the.11
V

-basic principle is that we will use whatever. information helpd ps to draw the

ihference that-the level of learning is adequate. While it is important to4
I. -

explicate that statemenT ad a general principle, it is not very helpful at a,.
.

. ,

eactical level. What techniques,- specifically, are available?
, f . .

It may not be possible to give an exhaustive listing of available assess-
y . . , t

went techniques,

--

bu,t. it isrposAible
. .

to identify a number of techniques which will

.cover about 99X of our needs. In the following paragraphs, we identify seven
. .

of of assessment techniques which shduldbe suggestive of the wide variety

of ways inewRichWe can deterpine whether or not a student's level of learning in

c J
an area is edequeee.

t
4
Tile is some overlap among the categories but -they ares

, .

-generafly diiI'dent-ways ofappLoaching the assessment question. The seven date-
*

,st, * ,

gories are listed in th\fOliwing chart.,
(

$

?r

LIST OF ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES

(
EXAMINATIONS
Objective\or Essay
Standardized or Locally Prepared

PRODUCT ASSESSMENT

JOB DESCRIPTIONS

CERTIFICATES

PREPARING A PAPER

JdB PERFORMANCE
Real or Simulated

INTERVIEW

-I'
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EXAMINATIONS

One obvious method for determining a student's level of learning is by use of

examinations. This is the method most familiar to us for the ordinary classroom
.

situation.

AT LEAST, THEY COULD SUSPECT US
IN PERSON."

Examinations may be subdivided into a

number of more specific, categories, suggesting

the wide variety of possibilities. for this

technique. First, there are series of

standardized examinations, bea represented

by (but not limited to) the Col ege Level

Examination Program (CLEP) and the College

Proficiency Examination Program (CPEP).

t -

There are a,great variety of other standardized examinations, usually aimed at

Special audiences or subject matter that is more restricted than that for CLEP

or CPEP. Examples of these other standardized exams are those published by or for
446

th National League for Nursing, the American Chemical Society, the American In
.

*StItute of Certified Public Accountants, the National Occupational Competency

Test4ng Institute; and many others.

These standardized exams have several desirable features. First, the very

fact that they already exist, so that little local effort is required, is a great

convenience.' Second, they have ordinarily been carefullyrdeveloped; the "bugs"

have been worked out. Third; there is usually some normative information available

for them which is helpful in establishing reasonable standards for performance.

-Fourth, because they are usually developed by individuals repfzenting different

institutions, they tend to be free of idiosyncracies which migfii:-be ,found in locally

prepared exams. Finally, it is relatively easy to communicate with students and

other institutions about them because there are manuals and other types of des
..

I
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criptive information available for the tests.

The major disadvantage of standardized examinations is that they tend,to be

available only for areas covered by widely-tught, lower level courses. In OA,

tion, mast of.the examinations are very- "academic." This factor needs to be taken

..4,nt..3 account especially for adults, who ark the expected audience for extended

.

degrees. Individuals who feel that they have acquired, .through experience, a good .

working knowledge of the practical aspects of some field may be thrown by the

bookishness of most standardized examinations.

A second type of examination is the locally prepared ope.lese exams may be

prepared by an individual instructor'or by a department.
/)

The major advantage of locally prepared exams is that they'are available for

dearly all regularly taught courses. However, these exams have a number of dis-

advantages. Fist,- they'often incorporate idiosyncracies peculiar to a particular

institution, instructor, or textbook. Second, when used over a period of several

years, it may be difficult to keep these exams secure, especially if they continue
4.0e,

to be used in regularly taught courses. Third, these exams will not ordinarily

have the-array of supplementary descriptive material, normative data, etc., avail-

able for standardized exams.

PRODUCT ASSESSMENT

Examining and judging: he quality of a

product is-one of the most sensible ways of

determining whether o'r not a person ha's a par-

ticular competency: This assessment technique

is especially suitable for evaluating compe-

tencies in the areas of fine arts (music, dance,

painting, etc.) and communications skills

(speaking and writing), although it has many
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other applications, too.

In some instanes, the product to be judied has already been produced by the

student - perhaps over a long period of.timerfor example, a piece of sculpture

or a poem. In other instances, the student may be able to produce the work, more

or less, on demand, for example, playing a music0l instrumeat or giving a short

speech. In both instances, we need one or more experts (usually faculty members)

to judge the quality of the product. A Convenient way of doing this is by compar-

ing the quality of the work with that characteristic.of students who have just

completed a course in the relevant area.

In addition to judging the quality of the work, in instances where the work has

already been produced, we need to worry about the authenticity of authorship, Is

it really the student's own work If there is some question regarding authorship,

it may be helpful to have the student discuss the work: why he used certain

techniques, what is the meaning of a,certailn part of the work, etc. Or it may be

helpful to have the student demonstrate some techniques (of sculpting, painting,

etc), not to produce a complete work butt just to verify that the skills are there.

JOB DESCRIPTIONS

, For many competencies relevant to the Extended\Degree Programs, examination's

of a person's job description will be helpful in determining what'competencies a

person possesses. AThe job .description should not originate with the student but

should be an official description supplied by the employer. It 'is best to ,have

a statement from the employer that the person does actually perform the duties

00 listed in the job description.

From the job descriptions, and supporting material from the employer, we, can

either determine 'directly that a person has a certain competency or we may infer

that, if the person does certain things, he must have a certain kind of knowledge

or skill.

30
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For example, from a job description f n employeeNat the middle-management

level in a bank we might be able to determine ra'bter directly that the persoli

knows certain things about banking operations, becau the job description speci-

fically calls for this knowledge; and we may be able to fer that the person knows

certain things about stock and bona markets because the perOn,ha's responsibilities

relating to investment of the bank's funds.

CERTIFICATES AND RELATED'DOCUMENTATiON

If a person takes a regular college

course, "credit" is obtained which can be

transferred from one institution to another

via a transcript. The credit on the tran-

script is taken as evidence, that learning

has occurred. Many people participate in formal learning experiences which are

not regular college courses. These experiences include seminars, wqrkshops,,and

similar endeavors. Peopletmay participate in these as part of their work or for

personal interest.

Frecitently, certificates will be issued to persons wha h."7e completed one-of'

these types of learning experiences Or, the person may have other evidence of

effective participation: completed, worksheets, appearance In different parts of

the program,program, etc. Provided that ,the subject matter for the experience was college-

.level in nature, the certificates or other documentation can be taken as evidence

for learning in very much the same way asa transcript of credit is.

PREPARING A PAPER

preparing a paper in which a person displays his knowledge 'of 'a certain sub-

4

' ject As, ok course, a time-honored method of evaluation. 'The technique is wonder-

fullY`flekible, being applicable to almost any area.of knowledge.and allowing for

31
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consideration of speCial treatments 'suitable to a per-

.\ soh's background. 1,

The very flexibility of the technique, however,

leads to certain difficulties. First, since each paper

will probably be on a unique topic, it may be difficult

to specify an acceptable level of performance. Second,

. it is so easy to say "Write me a paper about such and

such," that we tend to overlook other, possibly more suitable, methods of evaluating

a person',s knowledge. We should be particularly reluctant to use the "Write me..."

line when evidence already exists regarding a person's knowledge. It seems in-

humane to ask a person to write a 30 page paper about local economic problems when

it is perfectly clear from the person's jobdescription that he knows about these

problems.

JOt PERFORMANCE

In some instances, when there may be come question about what a job des-I

'cription implies, it is possible to have a persg.r, =some part of

a job. The evaluator observes the job performa

quality of the work. This is obviously sirgilar toe produc
6 .

nique discussed above; in the present instance,--the

activity required by the person's job.
o

The observation may be made of performance

real or simulated job, depending mostly on whic

more convenient. For example, a person's job may

require chemical analjtsis of water, soil, and other

substances. ,We might arrange,to observe the person

conducting such"analysis in the field or we might

simulate the field operation in a university

laboratory..

. 32
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A

INTERVIEWING.

The final assessmept technique we Wish to identify is,that of ilterviewing.

#! . .

0

. -
This: is a very flexible Technique which'allows us to probe vi.ually any area of

.know geor experience. It is particularly suit4ble for very unusual areas.or
,

unique inations AA areas. It can also be very helpful in supplementing some
4..'

Of th

eother
assessment techniques.

Of couise, as one might expect, the flexibilitY of the interviewing technique

:"4.

can be its downfall. If the interview is nothing more than a "chit chat," it.will
, ;

.. J ,

,4e difficult to tell what has been learned from it. It is preferable to have a

prepared lilt of questions or areas to be probed in the intqpview. Using such a

list as a basic guideline, the interviewer can then follow up on selected points

or pursue certain comments without fear of becoming totally lost in the interview.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

For most,types ca college levl learning, assessment can be accomplished with

several of the techniques identified above. The selection of one particular tech-
.

nique over ethers can be made on the basis of convenience, cost, and even, to some

extent, personal preferences of the local faculty.

Here is a useful procedure for investigating the applicability of various

assessment, techniques to competencies which have been identified for an extended

degree program. List the competencies along the left hand side of a page and the*
4

assessment techniques as column headings across the top, as'ts done for a sample ,

set of competencies on the next P4ge. For each competency, investigate the appli-

cability of-each assessment technique. If an assessment technique does seem

applicable, write a short'description of how it.would work;-you will chant a more
'00

detailed description later on if you decide to actually use the

Then, for competencies which can be assessed in more than:one way; rank the
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COMPETENCIESa

ILLUSTRATION OF APPLICABILITY OF VARIOUS

ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES TO

SAMPLE COMPETENCIES

Ability to use some cow-
puter language at an
elementary level,.

Knowledge of social as
pect§ of some "other"
culture

Ability to portray in-
formation graphically

Ability to apply con-
cepts of sampling to
interpretation of

survey data

ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES

ExaMin-
ations

Product
Assess.

Job
Descrip..

Certifi-
cates

Prepare
Paper

Job

Perform.
Inter-
view

4b

1

2

1

2

1

3

4

3

2

2

These competency statements
/ of this illustration.

are given in a very abbreviated fashion for purposes'

bAssessment techniques are ranked here in order of pregerence for use with each
particular competency.

34
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le

techniques Alkorder of preference. This ranking may result in'the selection of a

single technique to be used With all students under all'circumstances. Or it may

result in a "contingency" list, i.e.4sne that specifies use of one technique
0

under certain circumstances, another technique under other circumstances.

There is one type of contingency listing of assessment techAques Which
4

merits special mention because its use is not immediately obvious but, whet used,

it can save a considerable amount gitime. Several

techniques might be applied serially,'beginning with

the most convenient and continuing to use'different

techniques only until it is Clear whether the person

,does or does. ot possess the competency in question.

Suppose we are trying to determine if a person'

has competency in the area of computer programming.

We might start with the person's job description. It may be perfectly obvious

from the job desctiption that the person does have the level and type of4competency

desired. In that c the investigation stops here. On the other hand, the

faculty-member reviewing the job description may not beyeady to conclude that

the person has the d e ire& competency. Then, some sample programs prepared by the

pergon may be reviewed (an example of frte product assessment technique). 110.w it

6 G
. .

may be perfectly 'obvious that the'perton has the desired competency, in which case

the investigation is conclAdeff. If these is 'still some. question about the person's

competency, he may be asked to take a standardized exam on computer programmiAg.

Application of this serial procedure is designed to minimize time (and,gief) for

both the student and the faculty.
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ASSESSMENT ISSUES FOP WISCONSIN'S EXIT 0E0 OESFIEESEk

If`

'6th in a Series

Components of the

Methods
Recording

.

4

System; ;

for
Results

As indicated at the beginning of our discussion abocire componenti of an

assessment system, an assessment is not complete until the.resqlf is.rrrdec1.6)

some fashion. In the traditional system, the iecord is a transcript in the

Registrar's office. On this

are recorded.

transcript, a course number and t tle and a grade

What are the problip of recording the retilts of assessmept in a cadpetency-
.

based Extended Degree Program? And, how shall we handle these Prbblems? These

are the questions which. will be treated in this paper.

SPECIAL CONCERNS

As we investigate the methods for recording

riults, the,re are a number of special concerns

which should be kept in mind. First, our concern

is with competency -based programs, rather than

course-based programs. Second, we will be cleaning

36
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4
with assessmetT-of prior learning as well as in-program or sponsored learning..

1.

Third, the record keeping system requires paperwork and procedures for completing

the paperwork. 'Lead,time will be needed for preparing these, at least if sig-

nifiant changes are introduced into the, present system for recording results.

USING A COURSE-BASED MODEL FOR RECORDING IN A-COMPETENCY-BASED PROGRAM

The record of results of assessment in an extended degree program may follow

either a course-based\pr a competency-based model. The coursc-based model for

recording, it should be noted, can be used even if the program itself is com-
/

petency- based. We simply aggregate a number of related competencies and treat

them as if they were a course. This is particularly easy to do for those Extended

Degree Programs which originated from existing on-campus degrees with a highly

structured setimpf courses. Most of the Wisconsin extended degrees now being de-'

veloped are of this type.

If you are going to use Ja course -based recOrdinglmodel for a competency--

based'program, there are a number of "tricks" which can,be us to facilitate

procedures.,- First - and this is no trick at all - it will be convenient, if at

all possible, to identify e*isting,courses which correspond roughly to the compe-

tencies displayed by the student.

Second, it may be possible to identify courses which, while not actually in

existence at a particular institution, are actual courses at other institutions

or at least potential courses. For example, in a recent case at Green Bay, we

were asked to evaluate a student's competency/ in the Finnish lan&aikel__Nlow,, Green

Bay is not a large enough school to justify having courses in Finnish - in fact,

few schools in the country do offer it. But it is obvious what the courses would'

be if they were offered: There would be Finnish I, Finnish II, Finnish Conver-
.

sation,and Finnish Literature, or something along those lines. With this framework

\3 7 -
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,
in-mind (and, fortunately, a faculty member who was a native of Finland); it was

not difficult to proceed with the evaluation and to record it in a manner consis-

tent with treatment of existing courses.

by a department number. Such

of an evaluation of a very uni

based recording system.

O

MASTER LIST OF COMPETENCIES

Some areas of competency may not fit

either of the patterns described above - they

are just very unique, although judg'to be

college-level in nature. A convenient method-

for handling these situatio is through the

use of procedures established for independent

study, field experiences, or'experimental

courses. Many institutions have special num-

bers for such courses, such as 999, prefixed

special numbers can be used for recording results

que competency, while still workinjwithin the course-

If the recording systeg) is to be competency-based, one of two approaches
. .

can be used. First, a master liseVf/competencies can be developed for 44,gfp-'

gram. The list May includ#40-50 competencies or it may include hundreds of

detailed competencies. The list can be coded in some fashion and a short title

can be assigned to each competency. Then this list can be used in the same, man-

ner as a course listing is used in the traditibnal recording system. A student's

transcript would show a list of competencies, identified by code number and title.

A ca clog, somewhere, would identify in more complete fashion exactly what the

d(--.ompetencies are.

'38
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THE NARRATIVE TRANSCRIPT

An alternative method for recording results in the competency- based, model is.'

the so-called narrative transcript...,As suggested by the name, the narrative tran-.

script gives a detailed description of a student's

methods used for evaluation, etc. in a manner that

The advantage's and disadvantages of the narrative

It is rich in detail; can

be customized to fit the

nuances of each case, and

does not require the read-

er to check other sources

(e.g' catalogs) to deter-

,competencies, eXpvriences,

is unique to each student.

transcript should be obvious.

mine what the meaning of an entry is. On the other hand, the'narrative transcript

can be a pain in the neck. It .tends toYbe very 'long, thereby causing storage prob-

lems. ;n addition, it is devoid of those summary statistics, such as overall GPA,

which many people look for. As a result'of these latter factors, the narrative

transcript may cause problems for students who are transferring to anotner'insti-
.

tution, going on to gradua'te school, or submitting the transcript in conjunction

with a j application.

The narrative transcript ca9wbe a very useful.document, in theory, probably

much more useful than our traditional transcripts, Hawever, because it is so

different from the tradiell transcript, the decision to adapt it should not Ile

mae without considerable advance planning and explorat2on. In fact, in the

Wisconsin situation right now, given that the extended degree programs -14.11 be

relatively small for some period of time, even overshadowed by our traditional

campus-based programs, we would not recommend adopting the narrative transcript

the outset.

o
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tional program. Failure to attend to
,.these issues can cause much grief both for,

.',...

.

-

faculty who are developing the program, for students, and for .udent service

A CONCLUDING NOTE

9

Easing the flow of paperwork and-making sure that records make se-nae are

important considerations in developing an extended degree. or any other nontradi-

personnel. ,
r

.
, 4 a ,...,...5

.

We strongly recommend,that a rdpredentetPVe from the R istrer's office ;be'

included in discussions sbout the extended deg rom e ear est s4 t9geof

development. UltiOately, this will save much t e and effort for everyone

involved.
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